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Your Dutch hosts, Jacqueline Brakel and Geert van Heijningen,
offer you a relaxing vacation on their Catalan estate in the
green countryside of Barcelona, Spain. The resort is a cosy but
luxurious holiday resort, offering quality accommodation in its
historic and comfortable apartments.

The Torre Nova Resort offers eight spacious luxury
holiday apartments, all fully equipped and with
complete privacy. The estate exudes serenity, space
and comfort, amid authentic Spanish culture, all
making for the perfect haven from which to enjoy a
varied and authentic Catalonian holiday. The resort is
situated only 45 minutes from Barcelona, 30 minutes
from the beaches of Sitges and 15 minutes from the
monastery of Montserrat. Thanks to the mild climate,
travelers can enjoy their stay at Torre Nova all year
round.
It feels great to be recognised as the best luxury
apartments and rural escape in Barcelona. All the
hard work we have put in over the past eight years
has paid off. During this time we have won a number
of other awards, including Zoover Gold Awards in
2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 and we have also
picked up several consecutive Tripadvisor Certificates
of Excellence. However, despite these awards, we
take most pride in our guests’ positive comments at
departure!
Awards like these are very important because it goes
a long way to convincing potential guests that we are
doing something right.
When working in an extremely competitive industry
we have to ensure that we take measures to enable
us to stand out from our competitors. Quality, quality,
quality, is a key aspect to our business. We also make
sure that we have a 100% focus on exceeding our
guests’ expectations.
We try to attract potential guests by various means,
including, internet positioning, free publicity and,
best of all, we encourage people to place reviews on
relevant travel sites, such as Zoover and Tripadvisor.
However, in the end word of mouth is the most
valuable promotion.

Our overriding philosophy when it comes to our
clients is to keep looking at the business through
the eyes of our guests. We ourselves are our best
customers as we keep coming back.
We constantly must be sharp. We are always
ourselves, we do not play a role and this ensures an
authentic experience for our guests. They usually
become more like friends than customers.
Our ongoing challenge is to grow our business
throughout the spring, autumn and winter. Spain is
not always associated with these seasons and many
people think the country is only attractive during the
summer months. Another challenge is to broaden
our access to the UK and German market. As we are
Dutch nationals, the Dutch and Belgian markets are
already providing us with lots of traffic. However, we
welcome guests from all over the world, from the USA
and Canada to China, Iceland and South Africa. We
definitely can’t complain about not being successful.
Finally, we’d like to thank LUX for finding us and
presenting us with these awards! We are doing our
utmost to not only promote Torre Nova, but also to
inform people about Catalonia, its awesome nature,
rich culture, gastronomy and, most of all, its friendly
people!

Company: Torre Nova Resort - Barcelona
Name: Jacqueline Brakel and Geert van Heijningen
Email: info@torre-nova.com
Web Address: www.torre-nova.com
Address: Carrer Torre Nova 14,
08789 La Torre de Claramunt (BCN), Spain
Telephone: +34 674 422 179
Virtual tour: www.skyfocus.nl/SkyFocus/Tours/
LaTorreDeClaramunt-TorreNova/
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